L2 & 3 Motorsport – PPE/kit list 2020-21

Practical/Workshop:

- Steel/composite toe capped safety boots. These can be bought online or from retailers such as Arco, Screwfix, Sports Direct, or B & Q.
- Flame retardant overalls.

You can also buy a set of safety goggles and mechanics gloves, we do provide goggles and nitrile gloves but you may want to bring your own.

Classroom stationary to get you started:

- Pens and pencils for note taking.
- An A4 lined notebook and 2-ring folder (something from WHSmith is ideal).

Loose pages of notes are much easier to sort and manage. We have a small stock of used folders at college. Smaller notebooks are not very effective for managing notes and the folder will be essential to keep your handouts and other course material neat and tidy.

- A cheap set of 6 coloured felt tipped pens/highlighters will be useful for making quick information displays and image-based notes or mind maps.

Please email David.tuohy@askham-bryan.ac.uk or james.arksey@askham-bryan.ac.uk if you are unsure or have any questions about what to bring.